
Papel Doble

The beste design 
Deserves the most beautiful setting

This model is available with higher feet or armrests, This model is available with lower feet or armrests, 
or you can easily adjust the height yourself. or you can easily adjust the height yourself.

Armchair with a mechanism that enables you to This model can be adapted to the mood of the 
swivel the seat. moment by adjusting the arms or parts of the 

backrest.



2008. Design: Jan Armgardt

Function, simplicity and comfort united in one design. Totally Jan Armgardt, but also totally 
Leolux! He has worked as a designer for Leolux for more than 35 years and with Papel Doble he 
has delivered a true “magnum opus”. 

Papel Doble is a programme with unprecedented possibilities. To that end, designer Jan Armgardt 
sketched a series of connectable elements, each fulfilling an individual function. The 2.5-seat sofa 
has turnable backrests in order to create new comfortable moments for sitting or lying down. The 
3.5-seat sofa offers the same function but is also available with a swivelled back. By sliding this 
back aside, an extra work place is created next to the sofa whilst at the same time creating an 
additional seating area. In its original position the Papel Doble creates a nice corner seat. The 
armrest, continuously adjustable in height, changes into a perfect flex-footstool with the back slid 
aside or even as a chair at the dining room table. 

The noble craftsmanship that Armgardt has put into his design is emphasised by the “Cube” 
stitching. The best design deserves the most beautiful setting. Papel Doble plays many roles, but 
whatever the role, it performs perfectly. 

Technical details 
• Papel Doble consists of a 2.5-seat sofa, a 3.5-seat sofa with two turnable and one fixed 
backrest, a 3.5-seat sofa with one turnable backrest and a sliding back. These elements are 
connectable. 
• An extra footstool, separate cushions and a movable armrest that is also usable as a continually 
adjustable flex-seating, complete the programme. 
• The walnut plinth at the bottom is also available lacquered (in beech).
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